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Get proven, comprehensive
water solutions for your
community.
Since 1954, Erdman Anthony has been
dedicated to developing superior infrastructure
solutions by partnering with clients and
responding to their needs.
Reach your community’s water
infrastructure goals with the
help of our expertise in:
➤ REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
➤ HYDRAULIC ANALYSES AND PLANNING
➤ DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
➤ TRENCHLESS TECHNOLOGIES
➤ WATER RESOURCES
➤ CONSTRUCTION SERVICES

Expertise counts when
designing complex water
distribution systems.

Erdman Anthony has more
than 65 years of experience
developing solutions for your
most complex water issues.
From large diameter pipes
to local distribution systems,
we have the expertise to
move your water where
you need it to go.

Regulatory Compliance
The key to successful permitting with any agency is
early involvement to ascertain its requirements.
Erdman Anthony has decades of successful permitting
experience with local, state, and federal agencies.
Hydraulic Analyses and Planning
Hydraulic analyses and initial studies evaluate each
component in your system to address overall hydraulic
operations. We use this process to coordinate our
work with your other projects while maintaining
operations within your system.
Distribution Systems Engineering
Our expert distribution systems engineers are
extremely adaptable in providing the services routine
to watermain services. These include adhering to rigid
regulatory compliance, avoiding underground conflicts,
and working with your staff to provide a system that
works for you.
Trenchless Technologies
Trenchless watermain
rehabilitation can
renovate virtually
any type of pipe
and provide a
viable alternative
to complete
replacement. These
solutions often can
be constructed at a
significantly lower cost
and completed with far less
disruption to your community.

Water Resources
Our water resource engineers advise communities
on the sustainable use of resources, and they
design conveyance systems that conserve water.
We also analyze ecological processes and
incorporate them into designs that balance the
needs of both nature and users.
Construction Services
To achieve a project that performs to superior
standards, you need a smooth construction
process that looks after your community’s best
interests. Erdman Anthony does this by requiring
contractor schedule adherence through quick
resolution of issues and ongoing review of
construction processes.

How does our water infrastructure
expertise help build communities?
TAKE A CLOSER LOOK:
This project in Erie County, New York, required
the expansion of a 36-inch water transmission
main with a new 2-mile segment. Erdman
Anthony completed the construction plans and
specifications, including provisions for a critical
crossing at the north diversion channel of
Ellicott Creek, a section that contains wetland,
a recreational bike path, and poor soil
conditions. The most efficient and economical
solution included a horizontal directional drill,
which—at over 800 feet long with a maximum
vertical deflection of over 25 feet—was
confirmed as setting a world record in size
and length for this type of operation. This
project was completed two months ahead of
the original schedule, and under the original
budget, while improving the water system for
all of northern Erie County. It was the recipient
of a platinum Engineering Excellence Award
from the American Council of Engineering
Companies (ACEC)
World-Record
of New York.
Holder and Winner
of Engineering
Excellence
Award

Sweet Home Road, Amherst, NY

To read more about this project, visit
www.erdmananthony.com/SweetHomeRoad.

When water experience matters, count
on Erdman Anthony.

SustainabiliTEAM™, Erdman Anthony’s approach
to sustainable design and building operation,
combines the efforts of our engineers, energy
analysts, and commissioning professionals.
Erdman Anthony is a full-service engineering
firm that offers:
➤ Civil Engineering
➤ Survey and Mapping
➤ Structural and Transportation Engineering
➤ Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing, and
Fire Protection Engineering
➤ Construction Services
Find out more at www.erdmananthony.com/WaterDesign.
Or contact our experienced water-design leader:
Daniel Ziemianski, PE
Civil Engineer, Core Business Leader
(716) 631-1241, ext. 1103
ZiemianskiDJ@erdmananthony.com

Erdman Anthony
has been named a
“Top 500 Design Firm”
by Engineering News-Record
for over 30 consecutive years.
Our quality
management system
is certified to the
ISO 9001:2015 standard.
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